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1  How to set Part conditions 
In this chapter, how to set the Create Mask File Part conditions is described. 

Tip: By ”Mask processing”, defective devices on the PILATUS detector plane are 

detected, and the intensity counted by the devices are corrected. This Part will 

create a mask file (an image data file for the correction) to do mask processing 

by a measurement using a glass sample holder. 

1.1  Setting conditions 

Set the basic conditions in the Create Mask File dialog box. 

 

Fig. 1.1.1  Create Mask File dialog box 
 

Exposure time (sec) Enter the exposure time for creating the mask file. 

File name Enter the file name to save the image data for mask processing 
in. 

Click  to display the Save As dialog box, then set the 
destination folder and enter the file name. 

Enable mask processing If the Enable mask processing box is checked, mask 
processing will be performed on all the image data obtained in 
measurements. 

Execute Creates the mask file to be used for mask processing. 
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OK Sets the conditions and closes the dialog box. 

 CAUTION: When switching the task to the Package Measurement 
task or Manual Control task, the specified conditions will 
be cancelled. To save the specified conditions in a file, 
click the Save as button on the flow bar and save the 
conditions as a macro measurement conditions file. 

 
Cancel Does not set the conditions and closes the dialog box. 

? Opens the online help of this Part. 



1.2  Performing mask processingエラー! 参照元が見つかりません。 
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1.2  Performing mask processing 

This Part creates the mask file and set it to do mask processing on the image data which will be 
collected by PILATUS. This Part does not do mask processing on the image data which has 
already been collected. 

Therefore, be sure to add the Create Mask File Part above measurement Parts on the Macro 
Measurement flow bar in order to do mask processing. Described below is a macro measurement 
example including the 2D Single Image Shot and XY Mapping for microanalysis Parts. 

 
(1) Click the Macro Measurement command under the Task menu to display the Macro 

Measurement flow bar. 

 
(2) Click the Add Parts button to display the Add Parts dialog box. 

(3) Select the Basic Parts from the Package measurement lists. 

(4) Select the Create Mask File Part in the Parts list and click the Add button. 

(5) In the same way, add the Move to XY Position (XY mapping : micro) Part, 2D Single 
Image Shot Part, and Next XY Position (XY mapping) Part. 

Tip: For more information on how to create a macro measurement, refer to Chapter 

22 of the SmartLab Guidance Reference Manual (ME13365A). 

(6) Click the Close and close the Add Parts dialog box. 
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(7) Click the Create Mask File in the Macro Measurement flow bar to display the Create 
Mask File dialog box. 

 

(8) Configure the settings for mask processing. Enter the exposure time in the Exposure time 
(sec) box and enter the mask file name in the File name box. Check the Enable mask 
processing box. 

(9) Set the XY Mapping conditions and 2D Single Image Shot conditions. 

 
Setting the Create Mask File Part at the head of the macro measurement enables mask processing 
of all the image data collected in this macro measurement. Setting the Create Mask File Part 
outside the loop of the XY mapping Parts for microanalysis reduces the total measurement duration 
because the mask file will be created just once at the beginning of the macro measurement. 

Tip: You can configure the settings for the mask processing of the image data in the 

dialog box displayed by clicking Detector setup－PILATUS in the Options 

menu. For more information, refer to Chapter 20 of the SmartLab Guidance 

Reference Manual (ME13365A). 
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